Biodiversity analysis of metagenomic and metatranscriptomic data acquired from nextgeneration sequencing (NGS) requires following multiple analytic steps, often independent from each other with exception of passing output files of previous step as input for the following. If parameterization of steps following one after another is independent from one another, they may be pipelined. There are three most popular pipelines used for NGS analyses: QIIME, mothur and MetAMOS. In this work we describe our extensions to the latter. One is supplementing MetAMOS' default modes with taxonomic and metabolic biodiversity using metagenomics and metatranscriptomics data and the other provides a web-based interface to run predefined analyses that is easy to integrate with laboratory information management systems.
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30 Abstract 31 Biodiversity analysis of metagenomic and metatranscriptomic data acquired from next-32 generation sequencing (NGS) requires following multiple analytic steps, often independent from 33 each other with exception of passing output files of previous step as input for the following. If 34 parameterization of steps following one after another is independent from one another, they may 35 be pipelined. There are three most popular pipelines used for NGS analyses: QIIME, mothur and 36 MetAMOS. In this work we describe our extensions to the last package. One extension is 37 supplementing MetAMOS' default modes with taxonomic and metabolic analyses on 38 metagenomics and metatranscriptomics data and the other extension provides a web-based 39 interface to run predefined analyses that is easy to integrate with laboratory information 40 management systems. 52 The most easy to extended is definitely QIIME, as is it already a set of Python scripts. However 53 its installation is so challenging, that the installation method recommended by QIIME authors is 54 through VirtualBox or to use cloud computing instances with QIIME pre-installed. Mothur, 55 being extremely portable due implementation in binary files, is hard to extend. In our case, 78 second they will be used directly in taxonomic diversity search, in third they will be compared to 79 sequences related to metabolic pathways. 80 The biodiversity data at taxonomical and functional levels are similar in their tree structure -we 81 provide display of results in a common form of html interactive comparative (multiple samples 82 presented in single file) tree (Fig. 3c,) . Bipype is a portable solution with a few dependencies, but 83 to simplify analyses for the end-users, GUI presenting available analysis pathways and 84 (optional!) parameters of each step was required. Below we present MetAMOS integration 85 process, meeting this requirement. Bipype source code is available at: 86 https://github.com/krassowski/bipype/ 87 Integration with MetAMOS 88 As the number of customisable steps in MetAMOS is limited, we needed to overcome certain 89 inflexibility of this system by inserting the whole bipype run in the first possible step and 90 terminating the workflow afterwards. In order to do so, we added bipype to the list of tools used 91 by metAMOS as a fake assembler. We added a script that created empty files required by 92 metAMOS when it is checking if the assembly step finished successfully. Sample configuration 93 file for such fake assembler is shown in Fig. 2 
